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BENEFITS
OF USING

ONLINE
TOOLS

Digital tools can save teachers
a lot of time

You create new material quickly

Personalization of teaching and
learning

Digital literacy

You can edit, reuse and share
your material in different ways



COMBINE  ANALOG
AND DIGITAL
MATERIAL IN YOUR
CLASSROOM

Well presented and engaging for
students.

Active examples that clearly
demonstrate course material

Blended learning methods work
well in the classrooms

Many students enjoy digital course
material, but still like using books
Presentations, videos, and other
interactive material can support
analog material like text and
exercises books



THE LANGUAGE
MENU TOOLS

Free for all

24 tools to create worksheets with and 6
online tools to use for assignments for
your students.

The Language Menu is a free website
with tools for teachers to create material

for language lessons



THE TOOLS
Bingo
Board game
Boggle
Categories vocabulary
Crossword
Cryptograms
Dice
Domino
Flashcards
Framework
Gap Fill
Instant Grammar Exercise

Label the picture
Lines
Matching Exercise
Money count
Multiple choice
Riddle
Scrambled words/sentences
Split words
Term cloud
True or False
Word-search
Word-spiral



WATCH THE
VIDEO



BINGO 
HOW TO MAKE THEM?



BINGO EXAMPLES



BOARD GAME 
WHAT IS IT?

.
Create your own Board games using our Board game tool. You can
choose from 10 different layouts and make the boards with pictures
from our image gallery, upload your own pictures or write your own
words/sentences.
Customize your worksheets by adding colors to your fonts and
borders.
You can save your material in your own profile and choose to keep it
private or make it public for other members to use.



BOARDGAME EXAMPLES



BOGGLE 
WHAT IS IT?

.
Create word games using our Boggle tool. The tool creates a 16 letter
grid and a worksheet on the second page. For now the Boggle tool
works only in English, more languages to be added soon.
How to play Boggle: Students try to link letters to make words or
rearrange the letters to find 3-8 letters words.
Customize your worksheets by adding colors to your fonts and
borders.



BOGGLE EXAMPLES



CATEGORIES VOCABULARY
WHAT IS IT?.

Create your own Category worksheets by using our Categories
tool. You can make the worksheets with pictures from our image
gallery, upload your own pictures or write your own categories
and words.
Customize your worksheets by adding colors to your fonts and
borders.



CATEGORIES VOCABULARY
EXAMPLES



CROSSWORD
WHAT IS IT?

.

Create your own Crosswords using our Crossword tool. You can
choose two different layouts and make the worksheets with
pictures from our image gallery, upload your own pictures or
write your own words and clues. Use the tool to make bilingual
exercises. You can also use our dictionary database which
supports 35 languages. You can also print an answer sheet for
your exercise.
Customize your worksheets by adding colors to your fonts and
borders.



CROSSWORD
EXAMPLES



CRYPTOGRAMS
WHAT IS  IT?

.

Create your own Cryptograms using our Cryptogram tool.
Write one sentence on each line to create your worksheets. You can choose
between upper and lower case letters as your clues. More options will be
added later on. You can print your PDFs with or without the help grid.You
can also print an answer sheet for your exercise.
Customize your worksheets by adding colors to your fonts and borders.
You can save your material in your own profile and choose to keep it private
or make it public for other members to use.



CRYPTOGRAMS
EXAMPLES



DICE
WHAT IS IT?.

Create your own dice using our Dice tool. You can choose three different
sizes and make the dice with pictures from our image gallery, upload your
own pictures or write your own words or just use dots. (You can also use our
dictionary database which supports 30+ languages)
Customize your dice by adding colors to your fonts.
You can save your material in your own profile and choose to keep it private
or make it public for other members to use.



DICE EXAMPLE



DOMINO
WHAT IS IT?

.

Create your own Domino cards using our Domino tool. You can choose
two different layouts, 4 font sizes and make the cards with pictures from
our image gallery, upload your own pictures or write your own words
and sentences. The tool adds the previous picture or word
automatically to the following card. You can print each card with a
border and choose the font color in your cards.



DOMINO
EXAMPLES



FLASHCARDS
WHAT IS IT?

For a chemistry lesson, write the chemical symbols and answers on cards and let the
students match them.
For a history lesson, write questions from a book chapter on cards and let the students
quiz each other.
For starting discussions; write different topics, statements, for and against, pros and cons
and give a few cards to each learner.

.
Create your own Flash cards using our Flash card tool. You can choose seven different
layouts, 7 font sizes and make the cards with pictures from our image gallery, upload your
own pictures or write your own words and sentences. You can print each card with a border
and choose the font color in your cards.
Tip:



FLASHCARD EXAMPLES



FRAME WORK
WHAT IS IT?

.Create your own Framework using our Framework tool. You can
make the worksheet with pictures from our image gallery, upload
your own pictures or write your own words and clues. Use the
tool to make bilingual exercises. You can also use our dictionary
database which supports 35 languages. You can print an answer
sheet for your exercise.
Customize your worksheets by adding colors to your fonts and
borders.



FRAME WORK
EXAMPLES



GAP FILL
HOW TO MAKE THEM?

.Create your own Gap fill exercises using our Gap fill tool. Write or
copy & paste sentence or a text into the box. To remove a word
add (( and )) around the word you wish to have removed and
added to the top of the exercise. You can also print an answer
sheet.
Customize your worksheets by adding colors to your fonts and
borders.
To create interactive gap fill exercises for online usage, go to the
Lounge and Gap fills in the exercise bank.



GAP FILL
EXAMPLES



INSTANT GRAMMAR
WHAT IS IT?.

Create grammar worksheets in seconds using our Instant grammar tool.
Write or copy & paste a text into the box. Choose the kind of exercise you
wish to make. You can choose from prepositions, articles, conjunctions,
auxillary, determiners or verbs (active, simple past tense, simple present,
past perfect). You can use several exercises from one text. The tool prints
an answer sheet.
Customize your worksheets by adding colors to your fonts and borders.
The tool uses text mining technology and is at the moment only available in
English. More languages will be added later on.



INSTANT GRAMMAR EXAMPLES



LABELTHE PICTURE 
WHAT IS IT?

For a geography worksheet, use pictures of landmarks, country outlines or flags.
For a biology worksheet, use pictures of flowers and plants.

.Create your own Label the picture worksheets using our Label the picture tool. You can
choose five different layout sizes and three different types of exercises. Label the picture with
no hints, only pictures, label the picture with the words on top of the page and label the
picture with the word on top of the picture. The last option is excellent if you wish the learners
to translate the words to another language.
Use images from our image gallery in 35 languages or upload your own pictures.
Customize your worksheets by adding colors to your fonts and borders.
Tip:



LABELTHE PICTURE EXAMPLES 



LINES
HOW TO MAKE THEM?



LINES  EXAMPLES



MATCHING EXERCISE
HOW TO MAKE THEM?



MATCHING EXERCISE EXAMPLE



MONEY COUNT
HOW TO MAKE THEM?



MONEY COUNT EXAMPLE



MULTIPLE CHOICE
HOW TO MAKE THEM?



MULTIPLE CHOICE EXAMPLES



RIDDLE
WHAT IS IT?

Create your own Riddle worksheets using our Riddle tool. Write up to 19
words to be scrambled and a sentence you would like to have decoded. All
the letters of the sentence has to be found in the words. Letters in the
words will give you a number that corresponds with letters in the sentence.
Use this tool to practice topical vocabulary, new words and to revise
previous vocabulary. The sentences can be idioms, a sentence from a book,
a quote etc.
You can customize your worksheets with colorful borders and font colors.



RIDDLE EXAMPLES



SCRAMBLE WORDS
HOW TO MAKETHEM?



SCRAMBLED WORDS AND
SENTENCES EXAMPLE



Create your own Split Words worksheets using our Split word tool. Make the
worksheets with pictures from our image gallery, upload your own pictures
or write your own words and sentences. You can use images as part of the
question, or use images as the choices. Mix and match pictures and words
or use the tool to make bilingual exercises. You can also use our dictionary
database which supports 35 languages. You can print an answer sheet for
your exercise.
Customize your worksheets by adding colors to your fonts and borders.

SPLIT WORDS
WHAT IS IT?



SPLIT WORDS EXAMPLE



Term cloud is in Beta version. When you need to create wordlists about
different topics, you can use Term cloud to search for the vocabulary by
adding the URLs of your choice.
The tool creates word lists from different websites you choose to add to the
box. You can print an excel file with 10, 25, 50 or 75 words.
In the future you will be able to translate your wordlists, export them into
your account and use them in the TLM tools.

TERM CLOUD
WHAT IS IT?



TERM CLOUD EXAMPLES



TRUE OR FALSE
HOW TO MAKE THEM?



TRUE OR FALSE EXAMPLES



WORD SEARCH
HOW TO MAKE THEM?



WORD-SEARCH
EXAMPLE



WORD SPIRAL
HOW TO MAKE THEM?



WORD-SPIRAL
EXAMPLE
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